Aldermen Honor Relativity Discoverer and Prof. Weizmann Despite Falcoiner's Protest.

HE DEFENDS-ADVERSE VOTE

Cites Courtesies to Dr. Cook, De Valera, Mannix and Mrs. MacSwiney as Mistakes.

Professor Albert Einstein, the noted mathematician and discoverer of relativity, was given a testimonial last night at a meeting of the New York Times, held to honor him yesterday at a special meeting of the Board of Aldermen, had the following letter read to them yesterday at a special meeting of the Board of Aldermen, had the following letter read to them:

To the Mayor, Aldermen and the Public of New York.

The Board of Aldermen of the City of New York hereby commend to the public notice the discovery of Professor Albert Einstein, the recent recipient of the Nobel Prize in physics, for his work on the relativity theory. The Board wishes to express its sincere appreciation of the contributions of Dr. Einstein to the scientific world and to assure him of the continued support of the city in his endeavors. The Board of Aldermen encourages the continued study of Einstein's work and the promotion of further research in the field of physics.

Sincerely yours,

Mayor of the City of New York

The letter was read at the meeting, which was attended by Mayor De Valera, Alderman Mannix, and Mrs. MacSwiney. The mayor praised Dr. Einstein for his work on the relativity theory and for his contributions to the scientific world. The meeting was well attended and a number of dignitaries were present to honor Dr. Einstein.

In a speech following the reading of the letter, Mayor De Valera praised Dr. Einstein for his work on the relativity theory and for his contributions to the scientific world. He stated that the city was grateful for the work of Dr. Einstein and that it was proud to honor him with this testimonial. The meeting was well attended and a number of dignitaries were present to honor Dr. Einstein.